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summArY
Following the report of the table québécoise de la sécurité routière (Québec road safety task 
force), released in July 2007, and the passage of the Act to Amend the Highway Safety Code 
and the Regulation Respecting Demerit Points in december 2007, the société de l’assurance 
automobile du Québec (sAAQ) received a mandate to establish, in cooperation with the 
industries in question, guidelines aimed at prohibiting any advertisement that portrays a road 
vehicle and conveys a careless attitude with respect to road safety by presenting situations that 
encourage reckless, dangerous or prohibited practices or behaviour.

From the very first, industry representatives expressed their preference for the work to have 
an impact across Canada, though it was only mandated in Québec. thus, early in 2008, the 
sAAQ formed and chaired a working group that included representatives from the Canadian 
automobile industry, from the advertising industry and government representatives from the 
Canadian Council of Motor transport Administrators. during the year when the group was 
carrying out its work, the sAAQ organized several meetings and many conference calls to 
consult members on a regular basis.

Without amending the Canadian Code of Advertising Standards, the working group adopted 
supplemental guidelines to add to the Advisory Regarding Automobile Advertising from 
Advertising standards Canada, which that organization agreed to include. the aim of the 
guidelines was to help automakers and their advertising agencies develop creative and  effective 
advertising that respects both the letter and the spirit of highway safety legislation across 
Canada. 

the new guidelines covered speeding, aggressive or unsafe behaviour and depictions of races, 
rallies or competitions.

After positive cooperation in adding the new guidelines, auto manufacturer representatives 
officially signed a Memorandum of understanding (Mou) along with the representative from 
the Canadian Council of Motor transport Administrators. the Council of deputy Ministers 
Responsible for transportation and Highway safety gave their support to the Canadian Council 
of Motor transport Administrators to sign the Mou, which occurred on May 11, 2009. 

two information sessions were subsequently held for representatives from the auto industry, 
advertisers and advertising agencies: one session in Montréal and the other in toronto in the 
fall of 2009. thus, application of these standards started in early fall 2009. 

}the new guidelines covered 
 speeding,  aggressive 

or unsafe behaviour 
and  depictions of races, 
rallies or competitions.
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introduCtion

After the passage of the Act to Amend the Highway Safety Code and the 
Regulation Respecting Demerit Points in december 2007, the société de 
l’assurance automobile du Québec (sAAQ) received the following mandate: 

“In collaboration with automobile manufacturers, advertising agencies and 
highway safety stakeholders, the Société shall establish guidelines aimed 
at prohibiting any advertisement that portrays a road vehicle and conveys 
a careless attitude with respect to road safety by presenting situations that 
encourage reckless, dangerous or prohibited practices or behaviour.

The Société shall promote observance of the guidelines. It shall also, within 
two years, evaluate whether the guidelines have enabled the targeted 
objectives to be met, and report to the Minister of Transport.

The Minister shall table the report in the National Assembly within the next 
30 days […]. The competent committee of the National Assembly shall 
examine the report” (Section 5.3 of the Code).

the sAAQ fulfilled its obligations under the Highway Safety Code. this 
report describes the steps and main results of the process carried out in 
2008 and 2009, as well as the current situation.
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bACKground
Automobile advertising in Québec

in its report submitted to the Minister of transport in June 2007, the table québécoise de la 
sécurité routière (Québec road safety task force) recommended establishing guidelines to oversee 
advertisements by auto manufacturers to ensure that their messages do not encourage risky 
behaviour1.

Automobile advertising that glamorizes speed or powerful engines is a concern for authorities 
in various governments, since such ads may negatively affect driver behaviour, especially that 
of younger drivers, who are more easily influenced by advertising. However, the influence of 
automobile advertising on driver behaviour is difficult to quantify. A cause and effect relationship 
between exposure to auto advertising and adopting improper behaviour on the road has not 
been been demonstrated.

in addition, it is important to specify that young drivers are exposed to other visual or audio sources 
that could also influence their behaviour on the road. We could take the example of automobile 
races on television, action movies, many video games, other young people’s “exploits” broadcast 
on Youtube and in other social media, etc.

A transport Canada study2 conducted in 2008 on the themes used in auto advertising revealed 
that almost 60% of the ads analyzed dealt with performance while only 25% dealt with vehicle 
safety. in addition, 18% of auto advertising depicted unsafe or aggressive behaviour.

in 2010, the automobile industry spent over $225 M on advertising in Québec alone3. to gage 
the scope of auto manufacturers’ investment in advertising, we can draw a comparison with other 
major industries that have a media presence. in 2010 during the same period, the food industry 
spent $138 M, insurance and financial services $117 M, pharmaceuticals $64 M, and brewing and 
distilling $30 M.

Automobile advertising oversight before 2009

in Canada, no existing federal, provincial or territorial legislation prohibits auto advertising that 
highlights engine power, quick acceleration or speeding, etc. Automobile advertising is overseen 
by Advertising standards Canada (AsC), the self-regulatory (non-governmental) organization of 
the Canadian advertising industry. 

Formed in 1957, AsC brings together some 160 advertisers, advertising agencies, media and 
suppliers from the Canadian advertising industry. it is a non-profit body administered by a board 
of directors made up of advertisers, advertising agencies and media, as well as a representative 
from a national consumer advocacy group. Administrators are elected every spring during the AsC 
annual meeting. the agency’s mission is ensure the integrity and viability of advertising through 
industry self-regulation.

1. table québécoise de la sécurité routière, Premier rapport de recommandations, June 2007, p. 15.
2. transport Canada, Study of Positive and Negative Themes in Canadian Automotive Advertising, final report, March 2008.
3. infopresse, Guide annuel des médias 2012, 2011, page 15.
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its various roles are:

1. to administer the Canadian Code of Advertising Standards (the main instrument of self-regulation);

2. to provide preclearance services for advertising of certain types of products, in particular, alcohol and 
pharmaceuticals (under specific agreements with the industries concerned);

3. to process written consumer complaints about advertising.

the Canadian Code of Advertising Standards, administered by AsC, has no legal weight. thus AsC relies on 
good faith on the part of industry to broadcast ads that are in compliance.

the Code has 14 clauses. Clauses 10, 14b and 14d are specific to the problem in question:

ClAuse 10
Advertisements must not without reason, justifiable on educational or social grounds, display a 
disregard for safety by depicting situations that might reasonably be interpreted as encouraging 
unsafe or dangerous practices, or acts;

ClAuse 14b
Advertisements shall not appear in a realistic manner to exploit, condone or incite violence; nor 
appear to condone, or directly encourage, bullying; nor directly encourage, or exhibit obvious 
indifference to unlawful behaviour; 

ClAuse 14d
Advertisements shall not undermine human dignity; or display obvious indifference to, or 
encourage, gratuitously and without merit, conduct or attitudes that offend the standards of 
public decency prevailing among a significant segment of the population. 
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in addition to these clauses, AsC uses the Advisory Regarding Automobile Advertising that it issued to orient 
thinking when adjudicating a consumer complaint about auto advertising. until 2009, this advisory proposed 
four guidelines to observe when adjudicating a consumer complaint:

Guideline 1

does the depiction of the performance, power or acceleration of the vehicle convey the 
impression that it is acceptable to exceed speed limits? 

Guideline 2 

does the depiction of a vehicle’s handling ability involve potentially unsafe actions such as 
cutting in and out of traffic, excessively aggressive driving, or car chases in a residential setting? 

Guideline 3 

does the depiction appear realistic or does it appear to be unreal, as in a fantasy-like scenario 
that is unlikely to be copied or emulated in real life? 

Guideline 4 

Would it be reasonable to interpret the depicted situation as condoning or encouraging unsafe 
driving practices? 

AsC has a consumer complaints procedure already in place. the majority of the few complaints made each 
year related to automobile advertising are settled through correspondence between the consumer and 
the advertiser involved, in which AsC acts as intermediary. Auto advertisers have the option of responding 
directly to the complainant to provide explanations regarding the advertisement. in general, the consumer 
who receives information from the manufacturer is satisfied with the explanations.

in the case of a complainant who is not satisfied with explanations from the manufacturer, AsC convenes a 
Consumer Response Council to adjudicate the complaint in light of the above guidelines. if a complaint is 
well-founded, AsC asks the advertiser to withdraw or change the ad in question. the advertiser usually accepts 
this request, and withdraws or changes the advertisement. if the broadcasting period has already ended, the 
advertiser will not broadcast or publish the ad again as part of a later campaign.

if ever an advertiser does not cooperate, AsC approaches the broadcasting media to have the ad withdrawn. 
Although AsC has no coercive power, its actions with regard to complaints usually yield positive results.
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Complaints about automobile advertising

since 2007, the total number of complaints sent to AsC about automobile industry advertising has continued 
to decrease, as shown in the following table:

Year
Number of complaints 
received in connection 
with automobiles

Number of complaints 
upheld for analysis

2007 173 86

2008 108 38

2009 84 9

2010 63 7

 

Most complaints received in connection with automobiles concerned inaccurate or misleading prices and the 
difficulty of reading the small lettering at the bottom of the ads. in 2010, AsC did not uphold any complaints 
against the auto industry under Clauses 10 or 14 of the Canadian Code of Advertising Standards. data for 
2011 are not yet available.
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Progress oF tHe WorK
Auto advertising working group4

early in 2008, the sAAQ formed a working group made up of representatives from the Canadian 
auto industry and advertising industry. the group included the following organizations:

•	 Association of Canadian Advertisers;

•	 Canadian Vehicle Manufacturers Association (CVMA);

•	 Association des agences de publicité du Québec;

•	 Association of international Automobile Manufacturers of Canada (AiAMC);

•	 General Motors Canada;

•	 Advertising standards Canada (AsC);

•	 Volkswagen Canada.

After a few meetings where the issues and plan in Québec were presented to automobile 
 manufacturers, they said they were ready to cooperate with the sAAQ. However, from the very 
first meeting, the auto manufacturer representatives insisted that discussions should center on an 
advertising framework that would be the same in all Canadian provinces and territories in order 
to avoid having to deal with different rules. the basis for their request was that there was already 
oversight in the advertising environment in Canada and that many ads broadcast or published in 
Canada were produced by head offices in the united states or europe; the ads are often shown 
across several continents.

in April 2008, the Council of deputy Ministers Responsible for transportation and Highway safety 
was made aware of the Québec plan to engage in discussions with the automobile and adverti-
sing industries in order to better oversee automobile advertising. on this occasion, the Council 
expressed its interest in having those provinces and territories who wished to be involved join 
the work.

At the annual meeting of the Canadian Council of Motor transport Administrators (CCMtA), 
held in May 2008, it was formally decided that government representatives from other provinces 
and territories would join the auto advertising working group (ontario, Manitoba, saskatchewan, 
Alberta, british Columbia and Yukon) as well as transport Canada. CCMtA is the Canadian 
 organization officially responsible for coordinating issues touching on administrative, regulatory 
and control over motor vehicle transportation and road safety in Canada, under the authority of 
the Council of deputy Ministers Responsible for transportation and Highway safety. the CCMtA 
is made up of provincial,   and federal representatives as well as associate members from the 
private sector transport industry. in June 2008, the sAAQ chaired the first meeting of the auto 
advertising working group.

the initial sAAQ objectives were:

•	 to reinforce the auto advertising guidelines used by Advertising standards Canada (AsC);

•	 to improve complaints processing;

•	 to have the auto manufacturers make a voluntary public commitment to respect in full the 
Canadian Code of Advertising Standards.

the sAAQ wanted to be able to build on an existing structure rather than have to develop a 
parallel oversight system for automobile advertising, an objective with which the other parties 
involved agreed.

4. For the complete list of members, see Appendix i
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Working group mandate

At the first meeting, the working group established the following mandate for itself:

1. to come to a consensus on the importance of distributing or publicizing automobile advertisements 
that are ethically appropriate with respect to road safety issues;

2. to review current standards and practices for self regulation in auto advertising in Canada and other 
countries;

3. to develop, publish and endorse guidelines for auto advertising that comply with the letter and spirit 
of provincial and territorial highway safety legislation while recognizing the right of motor vehicle 
advertisers to distribute and publicize their product;

4. to propose a method of implementing the guidelines based on a self regulatory process;

5. to develop a strategy and a plan to encourage motor vehicle manufacturers and distributors, and if 
possible, other motorized vehicle advertisers, to participate in a self regulatory process and to make 
a public commitment to comply with the guidelines.

in 2008 and 2009, the sAAQ organized and directed several meetings of the working group. the auto 
manufacturers were always open-minded and positively cooperated in the progress of the group’s work. the 
same was true for all participants. in addition, numerous conference calls were organized with representatives 
from CCMtA who could not attend the meetings to inform them of progress and hear their comments before 
and after each meeting of the working group.

to take into account the concerns from the auto manufacturer representatives with regard to setting up a 
Canada-wide framework, it quickly became clear to all participants that it would be necessary to count on 
an experienced organization instead of creating a new administrative structure. thus, Advertising standards 
Canada would continue to take on the role of automobile advertisement oversight and guarantee consumer 
complaints processing.

if not AsC, the alternatives would have been either to create a pan-Canadian organization for automobile 
advertising oversight or else create independant provincial oversight organizations responsible for receiving 
complaints from the population of each province or territory and doing the follow-up with advertisers and 
broadcasters. neither scenario was an option that participants preferred.
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results
Consensus

in this spirit, the working group acknowledged the importance of the voluntary Canadian Code 
of Advertising Standards and Advisory Regarding Automobile Advertising developed and 
administered by AsC, and agreed to build on the success of that model through the  development 
of national automobile advertising guidelines. none of the members of the working group 
wanted a coercive monitoring mechanism or to create a complex new administrative structure 
for  monitoring auto advertising, and receiving and processing complaints from citizens.

review of current standards and practices

the group carried out a review of current standards and practices by other governments 
(in  particular, other Canadian provinces, Australia, belgium, France, Great britain, Holland and 
new Zealand).

using the knowledge of auto advertising oversight from elsewhere, the working group, in conjunc-
tion with AsC, proposed adjustments to the existing advertising standards framework that respond 
to expectations from both the auto manufacturers and the provinces and territories.

new guidelines 

Without amending the Canadian Code of Advertising Standards, the working group proposed adding 
four guidelines to the AsC Advisory Regarding Automobile Advertising to make it a bit more restrictive, 
in order to facilitate the work of AsC and properly oversee most advertising from the auto industry. 
the objective was to provide tools in order to help automakers and their advertising agencies develop 
creative and effective advertising that respects both the letter and the spirit of highway safety legislation 
across Canada. 

the supplemental guidelines to better oversee automobile advertising are as follows:

Supplemental Guideline 1 

is the automobile operated in violation of applicable laws or beyond reasonable speed under the 
circumstances taking into account the portrayed road, weather, traffic and surrounding conditions 
(e.g. children in the area) or over usual speed limits in Canada? 

Supplemental Guideline 2 

does the depiction of the performance, power or acceleration and braking of the automobile, 
taking into consideration the advertisement as a whole including visual (both images and text) 
and audio messages, convey the impression that it is acceptable to exceed speed limits or to 
otherwise operate an automobile unsafely or illegally? 

Supplemental Guideline 3 

does the depiction of racing and rallies, and of other competition environments, taking into 
consideration the advertisement as a whole including visual (both images and text) and audio 
messages, convey the impression that production automobiles could be driven like racing or 
competition automobiles on a public roadway? 
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Supplemental Guideline 4 

is the advertisement encouraging or endorsing automobile use that is aggressive, violent or injurious toward 
other road users, or that denigrates or disparages cautious behaviour when using an automobile? 

After accepting the addition of the new guidelines, auto manufacturer representatives asked for a Memorandum 
of understanding (Mou) to be co-signed by the government representatives of the working group. such a 
step would testify to their commitment to the working approach and confirm the support on the part of 
the government representatives. the auto industry considered it important for the Mou to be signed by 
representatives from all provinces and territories in order to ensure that all parties adhered to the process 
and to avoid having any one province or territory create its own guidelines in isolation, which would multiply 
monitoring mechanisms.

However, after analysis it appeared that it was preferable to proceed otherwise, considering that an Mou signed 
by all provinces and territories was equivalent to signing an intergovernmental agreement with the industry, 
along with all that such a process entails in terms of administrative and political requirements. 

the simplest solution to carry out was to have the Mou signed by the associations representing the auto 
industry and by CCMtA, a not-for-profit organization empowered to sign such documents. the auto industry 
accepted this solution.

At a meeting in April 2009, when informed of the progress and the proposed Mou, the Council of deputy 
Ministers Responsible for transportation and Highway safety gave its support to the CCMtA to sign the Mou 
that included the supplemental guidelines. the Council also committed to sending letters of support to the 
CCMtA as confirmation. 

memorandum of understanding (mou)

the Memorandum of understanding (Mou) sets out the framework that the Canadian Auto industry put in 
place, for a two year period after it is signed, to support and comply with the national Automobile Advertising 
Guidelines. the Mou was accompanied by letters from all manufacturers who are members of the Association 
of international Automobile Manufacturers of Canada (AiAMC) and the Canadian Vehicle Manufacturers 
Association (CVMA) to indicate their commitment to comply with the guidelines. there were also letters of 
support from each deputy minister, thereby indicating that all provinces and territories acknowledged their 
interest in having only one national Canadian auto advertising standard, and committed to supporting AsC. 
during its meeting on March 31, 2009, the AsC board of directors agreed to add the supplemental guidelines 
to the Advisory Regarding Automobile Advertising.

the Mou was signed on May 11, 2009 by the CCMtA, AiAMC and CVMA.
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Financing

AsC is a non-profit organization set up by industry and financed by contributions from its members. it should 
be noted that its actions covers all “Canadian” advertising, even if the industry in question is not a member 
of AsC. While the group was conducting its work, the AiAMC was not a member, and only one manufacturer 
represented by CVMA was a member.

in 2009, after AsC made the case to the associations for them to contribute financing to organization, CVMA 
and AiAMC agreed to make contributions for two years. in the fall of 2011, this period ended and discussions 
took place between AsC and the two associations with regard to continued financing. since AsC agreed to 
add the guidelines for the benefit of the auto industry, the organization expects that industry to pay its share, 
as other industries do. in december 2011, both associations confirmed their decision to contribute for 2012, 
although they made no commitment for any subsequent years. 

Promotion

in order to publicize the existence of the Mou between the Canadian auto industry and CCMtA with respect 
to compliance with the auto advertising guidelines and to ensure that they are applied, it was agreed to 
organize some pR events.

it was important for the advertising agencies responsible for auto industry accounts to be informed about 
the Mou. two meetings were organized by AsC (september 24, 2009 in Montréal and october 1, 2009 in 
toronto) to inform advertising agencies, auto industry marketers, pR firms and specialized media. the sAAQ 
attended both these information sessions, along with approximately thirty people in Montréal and about one 
hundred in toronto.

on behalf of the CCMtA, the sAAQ reported on progress during the meeting of deputy Ministers Responsible 
for transportation and Highway safety in Vancouver on october 21, 2009. For their part, the AiAMC and CVMA 
informed their respective members through information bulletins and employee magazines.

it was also important to make the general public aware of the existence of AsC and its role, which is why the 
sAAQ posted information on the home page of its Web site for several weeks. there is also information (under 
“Agreement on Automobile Advertising”) that was added in the “Road safety” section of the site. AsC also 
put a notice on its Web site.

in november 2010, the Vice-president of Road safety at the sAAQ, who coordinated the group’s work, sent a 
letter to both signatories from the automobile industry to inform them that no complaints had been received 
by AsC in 2010 under Clauses 10 and 14 of the Canadian Code of Advertising Standards and to encourage 
them to stay vigilant their advertising choices. 
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Assessment
At the beginning of the mandate and as per its terms, committee members agreed on the importance of 
assessing the work in order to better understand its scope and results. it had already been agreed that road 
safety record data would not be of practical use in assessing any gains in improved driver behaviour due to 
the new guidelines.

since a causal link between advertising and the road safety record has not been scientifically established, it 
was clear that other assessment indicators were needed.

it was also agreed that the number of complaints against the automobile industry from 2007 to 2009 would 
not be useful for assessing the impact of the Mou either, since they were so few in number. 

therefore, it was decided that a qualitative assessment of the work would be conducted by measuring the 
impact on public opinion. since the work was in effect across Canada, the sAAQ survey would also have a 
pan-Canadian scope.

opinion survey

the sAAQ carried out an initial survey5 in April 2009, before any public announcement of the work, in order 
to establish some baseline indicators and simplify the analysis of their progress over time. the sAAQ carried 
out the same survey in May 20116. the goals of these surveys was to estimate the exposure, knowledge of and 
perceptions of Canadians with regard to different types of automobile advertising broadcast on television. 
the study was also to estimate how well-known Advertising standards Canada and the Canadian Code of 
Advertising Standards were.

the results show that the majority of Canadians still watch between one and three hours per day (56% as 
compared to 57% in 2009) and that a significantly increased proportion of Canadian viewers stated in 2011 
that they paid attention to ads when watching tV (63% compared to 58% in 2009).

indeed, 82% stated in 2011 that they saw, even if only occasionally, auto advertisements focusing on vehicle 
performance, speed or engine power. this proportion is significantly higher than what was observed during 
the survey in 2009 (74%). only 16% of respondents believed that they had seen fewer ads dealing with speed. 

in addition, 87% in 2011 stated that they saw tV ads focusing on vehicle safety, compared to 71% in 2009. this 
is also a significant increase. it is possible that citizens’ increased environmental concerns in connection with 
eco-driving influenced the content of these advertisements. 

Among tV viewers who generally watched ads in 2011, 34% said they had the impression that they had seen 
more auto ads dealing with speed and performance over the last two years, while 49% of viewers believed 
that there had been more ads dealing with vehicle safety over the last two years.

5. léger Marketing, Publicité automobile au Canada – Étude auprès de la population canadienne, April 2009, 14 p.
6. léger Marketing, Les Canadiens et les publicités d’automobiles, Rapport d’étude omniweb, May 2011, 30 p. 
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the awareness of Advertising standards Canada and the Canadian Code of Advertising Standards had 
increased with regard to the last survey. of Canadians questioned, 42% said that they had heard of the 
organization in 2011 (compared to 33% in 2009) and 37% said that they had heard of the Code (compared to 
32% in 2009). However, of the 12 people who stated that they had fi led a complaint against an auto maker in 
the two years previous to the survey, no one remembers doing so with Advertising standards Canada. the 
organizations or persons who received a complaint were the federal government, the Canadian Radio-television 
and telecommunications Commission (CRtC), the offi ce québécois de la langue française, the société Radio-
Canada and an elected offi cial.

According to the 2011 survey, approximately 2% of the Canadian population said that they had fi led a complaint 
with regard to auto advertising on television in the two previous years (that is 1% more than in 2009). of the 
98% of Canadians who had not fi led a complaint, 15% stated that they had had the intention of doing so, 
which is signifi cantly higher than what was observed in 2009 (8%).

the number of respondents in Québec was not high enough to shed much light on the situation here. However, 
for information purposes, we can say that while proportionally there were slightly more Quebecers than 
other Canadians who had not heard of Advertising standards Canada and the Canadian Code of Advertising 
Standards, we did not see any substantial difference between the tV viewing habits of both groups or their 
exposure to automobile advertising on tV.

Qualitative assessment

Assessment of the method implemented is extremely limited because of the small number of complaints fi led 
against the automobile industry under Clauses 10 and 14, and by the fact that no cause and effect link has been 
scientifi cally established between exposure to auto advertising and adopting improper behaviour on the road. 

therefore, it is diffi cult, even impossible, to estimate the effects of the mechanism on the road safety record or 
on the behaviour of people exposed to auto advertising. Moreover, in 2010, no citizens contacted the sAAQ by 
telephone, email or any other means to draw attention to a problematic advertisement, while two citizens did 
so in 2011. lastly, social media monitoring on this subject shows that no automobile advertisement received 
negative comments from internet users. Rather, users emphasized the good achievements by Honda with 
Martin Matte, who makes fun of poor behaviour, and ads from nissan that introduced ideas about designated 
drivers.
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Comments And ConClusion 
•	 sAAQ representatives are satisfied with the rapid, consensual progress of the work, 

which met the obligation with which they had been entrusted. Members of the working 
group all cooperated positively.

•	 the new guidelines adopted in 2009 are significant. by adopting them, the auto 
industry acknowledges that road safety is a shared responsibility and that it has a role 
to play in improving behaviour on the road. 

•	 the new guidelines respond to the need for creative flexibility to help manufacturers 
produce ads that help distinguish their vehicle makes and models from those of 
competitors. this flexibility was a major concern for manufacturers because many ads 
are produced outside Canada for an international market.

•	 the Memorandum of understanding (Mou) was a response to the auto industry’s 
wish to put in place a single national voluntary framework for all of Canada, instead 
of several provincial or territorial mechanisms.

•	 the positive points of adopting the new guidelines are:

• further clarifying and detailing the analysis of complaints based on accepted and 
recognized standards;

• building on an existing voluntary self-regulatory mechanism;

• helping manufacturers and their ad agencies create advertising that respects the 
spirit as well as the letter of provincial and territorial road safety legislation and 
the Canadian Code of Advertising Standards.

•	 the low number of complaints filed with Advertising standards Canada before and 
after signing the Mou with the automobile industry does not give a feeling for the 
scope of work of the auto advertising working group.

•	 However, the goal of the work was not tied to the change in the number of complaints, 
but rather to an improvement in the “quality” of advertisements with regard to road 
safety. Also, it is necessary to continue efforts among the auto industry to remind them 
of the importance of broadcasting socially responsible ads.
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APPendiX 1

liste of working group participants

david C. Adams, president, Association of international Automobile Manufacturers of Canada

neil Arason, senior policy Advisor, Government of british Columbia  
(Ministry of public safety and solicitor General)

elizabeth beecroft, program and Research officer, Government of Yukon  
(dept. of Highways and public Work)

paul boase, director of Road safety programs, transport Canada

norman Chiasson, Vice-president, palm + Havas (advertising agency)

l. pierre Comtois, General director - legal and Corporate Affairs, General Motors Canada

Clif eden, Road safety Manager, Manitoba public insurance

shannon ell, traffic safety Manager, sakatchewan Government insurance

Jeanette espie, executive director, Alberta infrastructure and transportation

Janet Feasby, Vice-president, Advertising standards Canada

donya Gulak, translator, société de l’assurance automobile du Québec

paul Hétu, Vice-president, Association of Canadian Advertisers

Raymonde lavoie, Member of the board of directors of the Association des agences 
de  publicités du Québec

John lefebvre, Manager, Road safety Marketing office, ontario Ministry of transportation

danielle lefrançois, director of Communications (Québec), Advertising standards Canada

patrice letendre, strategic Advisor, société de l’assurance automobile du Québec

Amanda lieverse, Road safety Analyst, Manitoba infrastructure and transportation

linda J. nagel, president and Chief executive officer, Advertising standards Canada

bruce Rosen, General Manager Marketing and Communications, Volkswagen Canada

Johanne st-Cyr, Vice-president of Road safety, société de l’assurance automobile du Québec

Valerie todd, project Manager, Canadian Council of Motor transport Administrators
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